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Summary
Two laboratory experiments were conducted to
quantify the annoyance response of people to the fly-
over noise of advanced turboprop (propfan) aircraft
with counter-rotating propellers. The specifc ob-
jectives were (1) to determine the effects on annoy-
ance of fimdanmntal frequency (blade pmssa.ge fre-
quency) and tone-to-broadband noise ratio, (2) to
corot)are annoyance response to counter-rotating ad-
vanced turboprop aircraft with annoyance responses
to conventional turboprop and turbofan aircraft, and
(3) to determine the ability of aircraft-noise measure-
ment procedures and corrections to predict annoy-
ante. Analyses of the data obtained from the two
experiments are presented in this report..
The first experiment examined advanced turbo-
prop aircraft with counter-rotating propellers having
an equal number of blades on each rotor. A com-
puter synthesis systein was used to generate 27 re-
alistic, time-varying simulations of takeoff noise in
which tile tonal content was systematically varied to
represent the factorial combinations of 9 flmdamen-
tal frequencies and 3 tone-to-broadband noise ratios.
These advanced turboprop simulations, along with
recordings of 5 conventional turboprop takeoffs and
5 conventional turbofan takeoffs, were presented at
3 sound pressure levels to 64 subjects ill all anechoic
chamber.
The second experiment examined advanced tur-
boprop aircraft with counter-rotating propellers hav-
ing all unequal number of blades on each rotor.
The computer synthesis system wins used to generate
35 siinulations of takeoff noise representing combina-
tions of 15 flmdamental-frequency pairs and 3 tone-
to-broadband noise ratios. As in tile first experiment,
these siinulations, along with recordings of 5 conven-
tional turboprop takeoffs and 5 conventional turbo-
fan takeoffs, were presented at 3 sound pressure levels
to 64 subjects in an anechoic chamber.
Analyses of the subjects' annoyance judgments in
both experiments showed that annoyance was sig-
nificantly affected by the interaction of fmMamental
frequency with tone-to-broadband noise ratio and by
the interaction of tone-to-broadband noise ratio with
noise level. No significant differences in annoyance
between the conventional turbofan aircraft and the
advanced turboprop aircraft with counter-rotating
propellers were found for configurations having either
an equal or unequal number of blades. The use of a
duration correction and a modified tone correction
improved the annoyance prediction for tile stimuli
in both experiments. An A-weighted sound pressure
level with duration and tone corrections provided the
most accurate annoyance prediction.
Introduction
The return of the propeller to long-haul com-
mercial service may be rapidly al)proaching ill the
form of the advanced turboprop (propfan) aircraft
as illustrated in figure 1. The advanced turboprop
propeller is vastly different froIn conventional pro-
pellers in shape and number of blades. Also. it will
most likely be a counter-rotating propeller (CRP)
instead of the conventional single-rotating propeller
(SRP) configuration found on ahnost all of today's
propeller-driven aircraft. The com_ter-rotating pro-
peller, shown in figure 2, consists of two rotors (or
rows) of blades rotating in opposite directions around
the same axis. The advanced turboprop aircraft, of_
fers substantial savings in operating costs through
improved energy efficiency. However, such all aircraft
will come into general usage only if its noise, which
has maique spectral characteristics, est)ecially ill the
counter-rotating configuration, meets the standards
of community acceptability currently applied to ex-
isting aircraft. Much research has been directed to-
ward understanding and quantifying the annoyance
caused by jet-aircraft, flyover noise, trot relatively lit-
tle research has t)een conducted for conventional pro-
peller noise. Reference 1 is a study of annoyance
caused by advanced turboprop aircraft with single-
rotating propellers. The present pat)er extends that
work to include the counter-rotating proI)eller con-
figuration. Two laboratory experiments were con-
ducted to quantify the annoyance of people to the
flyover noise of advanced tur|)oprop aircraft with
counter-rotating propellers.
The primary concern in quantifying advanced
turboprop noise annoyance is the unique spectral
characteristics of the noise. In general, propeller
noise consists of a number of harmonically related
pure tone components that are superimposed on
broadband noise ms ilhlstrated ill figure 3. The
fllndamental frequency of these tones, which (:all
dominate tile total noise produced by tile aircraft,
occurs at the propeller blade passage frequency. The
frequency envelot)e shape is described in terms of
the sound pressure levels of the harmonics relatiw_ to
the fllndamental. Tone-to-broadband noise ratio call
be defined in a number of ways. As used in these
studies, it is defined to be ttle difference between
the level of the fundamental tone and tile level of
the highest 1/3-octave band of broadband noise.
The fundainental frequency ranges fronl 50 Hz to
about 150 Hz for conventional propeller aircraft.
For advanced turboprop aircraft, the flmdamental
frequency is expected to range from 150 Hz to as
high a.s 300 Hz.
Figure 4(a) illustratesthe tonal contentand
frequency-envelope-shapecharacteristicofthesingle-
rotating propeller configuration. The counter-
rotating propellerconfigurationproducesa second
setofharmonicallyrelatedpuretonecomponentsand
a setof interactionpuretonecomponents.Forthe
counter-rotatingconfigurationin whichthe number
ofbladesoil eachrotor isequal,thesecondsetofhar-
monictonesandtheinteractiontonesateproduced
at the samefrequenciesasthe first setof harmonic
tones(assumingthat both rotorsrotateat thesame
speed).Thiscanaffectthefrequencyenvelopeshape
asillustratedin figure4(b). Forthecounter-rotating
configurationin whichthenumberof bladesoneach
rotor is mmqual,tile secondset of harmonictones
occursat frequenciesdifferentfrom thefirst set,ms
shownin figure4(c). In addition,the interaction
tonesoccurat combinationsoftile frequenciesofthe
two setsof harmonictones. Thus,the tonal con-
tent is increasedandthe frequencyenvelopeshape
is affectedasshownin theexamplepresentedin fig-
ure4(d).Thedirectivitypatternsofinteractiontones
alsodiffersignificantlyfromthoseof tmrmonictones,
asillustratedin figure5.
The annoyancecausedby noisesourceswith
strongtonalc()mponentshashistoricallyt)eenmore
difficult to quantifythan the annoyancecausedby
broadbandnoise(refs. 2 5). The uncertaintyin
accountingfor tonal contentis increasedin this
casebecauselessbasicpsychoacousticresearchas
beenconductedin the lower frequencyrangeof
tones from conventionaland advancedturboprop
propellersthanin thehigherfrequencyrangeoftones
fromjet aircraft..
The first laboratoryexperimentexaminedthe
effectson annoyanceof the tonal characteristics
of counter-rotatingpropellerconfigurationswith an
equalnumberof bladeson eachrotor. The sec-
ondlat)oratoryexperimentexamine(ttheeffectson
annoyanceof the tonal characteristicsof counter-
rotating propellerconfigurationswith an unequal
numberof bladeson eachrotor. Includedin each
experimentwerefiveconventionalturbopropaircraft
takeoffsandfiveconventionalturbofanaircrafttake-
offs.Bothexperimentshadthreespecificobjectives.
The first ol)jeetivewasto determinethe effectson
annoyanceof flmdamentalfrequencyand tone-to-
broadbandnoiseratio. Tile secondobjectivewasto
comparethealmoyaneer sponseto counter-rotating
advancedturbopropaircraft,with the annoyance
responsesto conventionalturbopropand turbofan
aircraft. The final objectivewasto determinethe
abilityof aircraft-noisemea.surementproceduresand
correctionsto predictannoyanceto thecombinedset
of aircrafttypes.
Noise Metrics, Symbols, and
Abbreviations
Noise Metrics
EPNL
LA
LD
LE
LI
LL
LLz
PL
PNL
PNLK, PNLM,
PNLw
effective perceived noise level,
dB
A-weighted sound pressure
level, dB
D-weighted sound pressure
level, dB
E-weighted sound pressure
level, dB
weighted sound pressure level
based on modified frequency
weighting from reference 6
(see "Acoustic Data Analyses"
section), dB
loudness level (Stevens
Mark VI procedure), dB
Zwicker loudness level, dB
perceived level (Stevens
Mark VII procedure), dB
perceived noise level, dB
perceived noise level with
critical-band corrections (see
"Acoustic Data Analyses"
section), dB
Detailed descriptions of the noise nmtrics used in
this report can be found in references 6, 7, and 8.
Symbols and Abbreviations
ATP
CRP
Fo
Fo(,/
_f
FAR
Ls
advanced turboprop
counter-rotating propeller
flmdamental frequency (blade
passage frequency), Hz
fundamental frequency (blade
passage frequency) of aft rotor,
Hz
fundamental frequency (blade
passage frequency) of forward
rotor, Hz
Federal Aviation Regulation
subjective noise level, dB
7_ X /2
P
SPL
SRP
T1
T/N
unequal immber of blades in
each rotor of counter-rotating
propeller (n blades in forward
rotor, m blades in aft rotor)
equal number of blades in
each rotor of counter-rotating
propeller (n blades ill forward
rotor and ill aft rotor)
probability
sound pressure level, dB
single-rotating propeller
EPNL tone-correction method
(rcf. 7)
tone-correction method iden-
tical to T1 except that no cor-
rections are applied for tones
below the 500-Hz 1/3-octave
band
tone-to-broadband noise ratio
(defined as the difference
between the level of the
fundamental tone and the level
of tile highest 1/3-octave band
of broadband noise), dB
Experimental Method
Test Facility
Tile Anechoic Listening Room in the Langley
Acoustics Research Laboratory (fig. 6) was used as
the test facility in both experiments. This room,
which has a volume of 20 m :t and an A-weighted
ambient noise level of 15 dB, provides an essentially
echo-free environment. This eliminates any possibil-
ity of standing waves affecting the data. The mono-
phonic recordings of the aircraft noise, stimuli were
played on a studio-quality tape recorder using a noise
reduction system to reduce tape hiss. The noise re-
duction system provided a nominal 30-dB increase in
signal-to-noise ratio and reduced tape hiss to inaudi-
ble levels. In the first experiment, the stimuli were
presented to the subjects using a special speaker sys-
tem consisting of one high-frequency unit and one
low-frequency unit. The high-frequency unit had
a frequency range from 100 to 10000 Hz, and the
low-frequency unit had a frequency range from 30 to
100 Hz. In the second experiment the speaker system
was modified so that it consisted of one unit with a
usable frequency range from 40 to 10 000 Hz.
Test Subjects
One hundred and twenty-eight subjects, 64 for
each experiment, were randomly selected from a pool
of local residents with a wide range of socioeconomic
backgrounds and were paid to participate in the
experiments. All test subjects were given audiograms
prior to the experiment to verily norlnal hearing.
Table I gives the sex and age data for tile subjects in
each experiment.
Noise Stimuli
Advanced turboprop stimuli in the first ex-
periment. The advanced turboprop stimuli in
the first experiment represented noise from an aft-
mounted, pusher, counter-rotating propeller configu-
ration with an equal number of blades on each rotor.
The Aircraft Noise Synthesis System described in ref-
erence 9 was used to generate these noise stimuli.
The computer-based system generates realistic, time-
varying, audio simulations of aircraft flyover noise
at a specified observer location on the ground. The
synthesis takes into account the time-varying aircraft
position relative to the observer; specified reference
spectra consisting of broadband, narrowband, and
pure tone components; directivity patterns; Doppler
shift; atmospheric effects; and ground effects. These
parameters can be specified and controlled in such
a way as to generate stimuli in which cert.ain noise
characteristics such as flmdamental frequency or du-
ration are independently varied while tile remaiifing
characteristics such as broadband content are held
constant. The synthesis system was used to gener-
ate 27 simulations of advanced turboprop aircraft fly-
over noise in which the tonal content was systemati-
cally varied to represent the factorial combinations of
9 fundamental frequencies and 3 tone-to-broadband
noise ratios.
Tile first step in generating the simulations was to
define a synthesis-system input data set for each of
the 27 flyovers. A literature review was conducted to
determine typical characteristics of advanced turbo-
prop aircraft and expected ranges of the tonal char-
acteristics (reN. 10 24). Because of testing time con-
straints, the simulations were limited to one takeoff
flight profile, one observer location, one broadband
noise spectrum, and one broadband noise directiv-
ity pattern. Each of these parameters was the same
for each simulation. Aircraft speed was 70 m/see
(a Mach number of 0.2). The selected takeoff flight
profile resulted in an altitude at closest approach to
the observer of 380 m, about the altitude expected
at the FAR 36 takeoff noise measurement location
(ref. 7). The observer was located on the centerline
of the ground track. Since predictions of advanced
turbopropbroadbandnoisewerenot available,the
broadbandspectralcontentwasbasedonmeasure-
mentsof anexisting,large,turbopropaircraft,the
LockheedP-3. Thebroadband1/3-octavespectrum
andthe broadbanddirectivitypatternaregivenin
figures7and8,respectively.
Thetonalcomponents,frequencyenvelopeshape,
andtonedirectivitypatternsfor eachof the 27ad-
vancedturbopropnoisesinmlationswere chosen
basedon a review of the availableliterature
(refs.25 43). This inforInation was then used in the
synthesis-system input data sets. The numbers of
blades chosen for each rotor were 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12. and 13. When combined with the assumed rota-
tion speed of 1350 rpm, the blade numbers yielded
the following nine flmdamental frequencies: 112.5,
135, 157.5, 180, 202.5, 225, 247.5, 270, and 292.5 Hz.
The frequency envelope shape used for the sinmla-
tions is shown in figure 9. The directivity patterns
for the flmdamental tone and each harmonic tone are
given in figure 10. The desired tone-to-broadband
noise ratios of 0, 15, and 30 dB were obtained by
specifying the relative levels of the tonal content and
the broadband noise in the synthesis-system input
data sets.
For each of the 27 input data sets, the synthe-
sis system generated an audio simulation that was
recorded on tape. Each of these recordings was pre-
sented to the test. subjects at peak D-weighted sound
pressure levels of 70, 80, and 90 dB. The factorial
combinations of 9 flmdamental frequencies, 3 tone-
to-broadband noise ratios, and 3 sound levels resulted
in 81 advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noise stim-
uli. The L A time history and the t/3-octave band
spectruIn at peak L A of the highest level presentation
of each of the 27 flyover noises are given in figure 11.
To illustrate the tonal content of the noise stiin-
uli, figure 12 gives the narrowband spectrum of the
30-dB tone-to-broadband noise ratio condition for
each fundamental frequency.
Advanced turboprop stimuli in the second
experiment. Thirty-five simulations of advanced
turboprop aircraft takeoff noise were used in the sec-
ond experiment. The sinmlations were based on an
aft-mounted, pusher, counter-rotating propeller con-
figuration having an unequal number of blades on
each rotor. The aft rotor had either one or two blades
less than the forward rotor. All 35 simulations were
generated using the Aircraft Noise Synthesis System
in the manner previously described for the first ex-
periment. Except for the tonal content, the input
data set parameters were the same in both experi-
ments. The tonal content of 30 of the 35 simulations
was systematically varied to represent the factorial
coml)inat.ions of 15 fundamental-frequency pairs and
2 tone-to-broadband noise ratios. As in the first
experiment, the tonal components, frequency enve-
lope shape, and tone directivity patterns for each
of the advanced turboprop noise simulations were
chosen b_ed on a review of the available literature
(refs. 25 43). The blade combinations chosen for the
rotors were6 x 5,7 x 5,7 x 6,8 x 6,8 x 7,9 x 7,
9x8, 10x8,10×9,11 x9,11 x 10, 12x10,12x 11,
13 x 11, and 13 × 12. When combined with the as-
sumed rotation speed of 1350 rpm, the blade numbers
yielded the following fundamental-frequency pairs:
135 x 112.5, 157.5 x 112.5, 157.5 × 135, 180 × 135,
180 × 157.5, 202.5 × 157.5, 202.5 x 180, 225 × 180,
225 × 202.5, 247.5 × 202.5, 247.5 × 225, 270 × 225,
270 × 247.5, 292.5 × 247.5, and 292.5 × 270 Hz. The
frequency envelope shape used for the simulation is
shown in figure 13. The directivity patterns for tile
fundamentals and each harmonic tone are given in
figure 14. The desired tone-t0-broadband noise ra-
tios of 15 and 30 dB were obtained by specifying the
relative levels of the tonal content and the broadband
noise in the synthesis-systenl input data sets. (Tone-
t.o-broadband noise ratio was defined to be the differ-
ence between the level of the aft-rotor flmdanmntal
tone and tile level of the highest 1/3-octave band of
tile broadband noise.) The five other sinmlations had
tone-to-broadhand noise ratios of 0 dB. These five
simulations were at. blade numbers of 7 x 5, 8 × 7,
10 x 8, 11 x 10, and 13 × 11. These represented fre-
quency pairs of 157.5 x 112.5, 180 × 157.5,225 × 180,
247.5 x 225, and 292.5 × 247.5 Hz.
As in the first experiment, each simulation gen-
erated by the synthesis system was recorded on tape
and presented to the test. subjects at peak D-weighted
sound pressure levels of 70, 80, and 90 dB. This
resulted in 105 advanced turboprop aircraft takeoff
noise stimuli in the second experiment. The L A time
history and the 1/3-octave band spectrum at peak
L A of the highest level presentation of each flyover
noise are given in figure 15. The narrowband spec-
trum of the 30-dB tone-to-broadband noise ratio con-
dition for each fundamental-frequency pair is given in
figure 16.
Conventional turboprop and turbofan stim-
uli in both experiments. Recordings of fiw_ con-
ventional turboprop aircraft takeoffs and five conven-
tional turbofan aircraft takeoffs were included in each
experiment for comparison with the advanced turbo-
prop noise stimuli. The types of aircraft used and
some specifications of each are given in table I1. The
recordings of tile turbofan aircraft were made on the
extended-runway centerline approximately 5000 m
from the brake-release point. All conventional
turbopropaircraft had maxinnnntakeoffweights
greaterthan5700kg. Tile turbopropaircraftrecord-
ingsweremadeat severaldifferentairports,andthe
distancesfrombrakereleasevaried. At eachloca-
tion,theturbopropaircraftrecordingsweremadeon
or nearthe extended-runwayeenterline.Becauseof
thehigherflightprofilesandlowersourcenoiselevels
of theturbopropaircraft,therecordingsitesfor the
turbopropaircraftwerelocatedcloserto thebrake-
releasepoint than thosefor the jet.aircraft. Each
takeoffwaspresentedto thetestsubjectsat peakD-
weightedsoundpressurelevelsof 70,80,and90dB
fora.total of 15conventionalturbopropnoisestinmli
and15conventionalturbofannoisestinmliineachex-
periment.TheL A time histories and the 1/3-octave
band spectra at peak L A of the highest level presen-
tations of the conventional turboprop and turbofan
takeoffs are given in figure 17.
Other stimuli in both experiments. B<)eing
727 takeoff noise stinmli were included in both exper-
iments as a reference noise for converting sut)jective
responses to subjective decibel levels in the analyses
of the experiments. In addition to the three presen-
tations made as part of tile conventional tm'bofan
stimuli, the Boeing 727 takeoff recording was also
presented at peak L D levels of 65, 75, 85, 95, and
99 dB. This resulted in a total of eight Boeing 727
stimuli, ranging in peak L D levels from 65 to 95 (tB
in 5-dB increments plus one at 99 dB, being pre-
sented to the test subjects in each experiment. The
test subjects were presented a total of 116 stimuli in
the first, ext)eriment and a total of 140 stinmli in the
second experiment.
Experiment Design
Numerical category scaling was chosen as the
psychophysical method for both experiments. The
choice was made to maximize the number of stim-
uli that could be judged in the fixed amount of
time available. The scale selected was a unipolar,
ll-point scale from 0 to 10. The end points of
the scale were labeled "EXTREMELY ANNOYING"
and "NOT ANNOYING AT ALL." The term "AN-
NOYING" was defined in tile subject instructions
as "UNWANTED, OBJECTIONABLE, DISTURB-
ING, OR UNPLEASANT."
For each experiment, the stimuli were divided into
two sets of four tapes. The first set of four tapes con-
tained all the stimuli in the experiment. Tile second
set contained the same stimuli as the first t)ut in re-
verse order. There were 29 stimuli per tape in the
first experiment and 35 per tape in the second ex-
periment. The stimuli were divided between tapes so
that each 1)la(h, count, tone-to-broadband noise ratio,
noise level, and/or aircraft tyt)e were at)out equally
represented on each tape. The order of the stinmli
on the tape was then randoInly selected. Tile orders
for each tape are given in tables III and IV. (The first.
four characters of tile (:odes in tables III and IV indi-
ca.te tile tyI)e of aircraft and the number of propeller
blades if the aircraft type is advanced turobt)rop.
The fifth character indicates the tone-to-1)roadband
noise ratio for the advanced turboprop noises and the
type of operation for the conventional turboprop and
turbojet noises. The last two characters give the peak
L D level at which the noise was presented to the test
sut)jeets. For example, "B707 T 80" is a Boeing 707
takeoff noise presented at a peak L D level <if 80 (tB,
and "0808 3 70" is an eight.- by eight-1)laded comm,r-
rotating advanced turboprop noise having a tone-to-
broadt)and noise ratio of 30 dB and presented at a
peak L D level of 70 dB.) A period of approximately
10 sec was t)rovided after each stinmlus for the sub-
jects to make an(t record their judgments. Each tape
served as one of four test sessions for the subjects
and re(tuired api)roximately 30 minutes for playback
in the first, ext)erinlent and 35 nliImtes in the second
experiment.
The 64 test sul)jeets in each experiment were (ti-
vide<t into 32 groups of 2 sul)jeets. In each experi-
ment the first 4 tapes were presented to 16 groups
of subjects and the secon(t 4 tapes were presented to
the other 16 groups of subjects. To prevent subject
fatigue and other teinporal effects froin unduly influ-
encing the results, the order in which the tapes were
presented was varied to provide a t)alanced presen-
tation. Table V gives the order of presentation used
for the tapes in both experiments.
Procedure
Upon arrival at. the laboratory, the subjects were
seated in the test facility and each was given a set
of instructions and a consent form. Copies of these
items for the first experiment are given in the ap-
pendix. In the second experiment, these items were
identical except that tile length of the session was
changed from 30 to 35 minutes, and the mHnber of
aircraft somlds was changed from 29 to 35. After
reading tim instructions and completing the consent
form, the sut)jects were given a brief verbal ext)lana-
tion of the cards used for recording judgments and
were asked if they had any questions. Three prac-
tice stimuli were then presented to the subjects while
the test conductor remained in the test facility. In
order for the subjects to gain experience in scoring
the sounds, they were instructed to make and record
judgments of the practice stimuli. After asking again
for any questions about the test, the test conductor
issuedscoringcards for the first session and left the
facility. Then, the first of hmr test. sessions began.
After the conclusion of each session, the test conduc-
tor reentered the test facility, collected the scoring
cards, and issued new scoring cards for the next ses-
sion. Between the second and third sessions, the sub-
jects were given a 15-minute rest period outside tile
test. facility.
Results and Discussion
Acoustic Data Analyses
Each noise stimulus ill each experiment was ana-
lyzed to provide 1/3-octave-band sound pressure lev-
els from 20 Hz to 20 kHz for use in computing a
selected group of noise metrics. The measurements
were made with a 1.27-era-diameter condenser mi-
crophone and a real-time, 1/3-octave analysis sys-
tem that used digital filtering. In both experiments
the microphone was located at. ear level at a point
midway between the two seats. No subjects were
present during the measurements. A total of 11 noise
metrics were computed in the analyses. They in-
eluded the simple weighting procedures LA, LD, LE,
and L1 and the more complex calculation procedures
LL, LLz, eL, and PNL. In addition, three types of
critical-band corrections were applied to PNL.
The noise metric L1 is based on a modified fre-
quency weighting developed in a study of annoy-
anee to simulated helicopter rotor noise (ref. 6).
That study found that annoyance prediction error
was more correlated with the logarithm of the sub-
jectively dominant frequency (approximated by the
1/3-octave-band center frequency with the greatest
D-weighted energy) than with impulsiveness mea-
sures. Based on this result, a modified frequency
weighting was developed that provided improved an-
noyance prediction when implemented as the L1
noise metric. For 1/3-octave bands with center fre-
quencies less than or equal to 1000 Hz, the modi-
fied frequency weighting falls between the A and D
weightings. D-weighting values are used for bands
above 1000 Hz. The L 1 metric uses the same energy
summation method used for LA, LD, and L E.
The first critical-band correction procedure ap-
plied to PNL was suggested by Kryter (ref. 44). In
this procedure, the increased bandwidths of critical
bands below 400 Hz are approximated by groups
of 1/3-octave bands. The groups are the bands
with center frequencies: 315 and 250 Hz; 200, 160,
and 125 Hz; and 100, 80, 63, and 50 Hz. Within
each group the band levels are summed on an en-
ergy basis. The summed band levels are assigned to
the band center frequency having the greatest inten-
sity within the group. The PNL calculation proce-
6
dure then uses these "critical bands" instead of the
1/3-octave bands below 400 ttz. The metric using
this procedure is designated as PNL K in fllrther dis-
cussions in this report.
Tile second critical-band correction procedure
used the same groups for summing the 1/3-octave
bands. The summed band levels, however, were as-
signed to the band center frequency responsible for
tile greatest "noy" wdue within the group before
sunlnfing. The metric using this procedure is des-
ignated as PNL M.
Tile third critical-band correction procedure also
used the same groups of 1/3-octave bands. Ill this
case, the noy values of the 1/3-octave-band levels
were added on an energy basis within each group.
The resultant noy values for all critical bands were
then smmned using the PNL procedure. The metric
using this procedure is designated as PNLw.
Six different variations of each of tile 11 previ-
ously described noise metrics were calculated. The
first was the peak or maximum level occurring dur-
ing the flyover noise. Two other variations were cal-
culated by applying two different tone corrections.
Three more variations were attained by applying du-
ration corrections to the non tone-corrected level and
the two tone-corrected levels. The duration correc-
tion and the first tone correction T1 are identical to
those used in the effective perceived noise level pro-
cedure defined in the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion FAR 36 regulation (ref. 7). The second tone
correction 7"2 is identical to the first except that no
corrections are applied for tones identified in bands
with center frequencies less than 500 Hz.
Subjective Data Analyses
The means (across sul)jects) of tile judgments
were calculated for each stinmlus in each experiment.
In order to obtain a subjective scale with meaning-
ful units of measure, these mean annoyance scores
were converted to subjective noise levels L S having
decibel-like properties through the following process.
Included in each experiment for the purpose of con-
verting the mean annoyance scores to L S values were
eight presentations of a Boeing 727 takeoff recording.
The L D levels of the eight presentations were 65, 70,
75, 80, 85, 90, 95, and 99 dB. Third-order polyno-
mial regression analyses were performed separately
for each experiment on data obtained for these eight
stimuli. The dependent variable was the calculated
PNL, and the independent variable was the mean an-
noyance score for each of the eight stimuli. Figure 18
presents the two sets of data and the resulting best-
fit curves. The regression equations were then used
to predict the level of the Boeing 727 takeoff noise
that would produce the same mean annoyance score
aseachof tile othernoisestimuli in tile separatex-
periments.Theselevelswerethenconsideredastile
subjectivenoiselevelforeachstimulus.Comparisons
in thesestudiesandin previous tudiesindicatethat
analysesusingsubjectivenoiselevelsyMd tile same
resultsasanalysesusingmeanannoyancescores.
Comparisonof NoiseMetrics
In orderto investigatethe predictionability of
the iloise measurenmnt procedures and corrections,
tile differences between tile subjective noise level
L S and tile calculated noise level for each of the
six variations of the measurement procedures and
corrections were determined for each stimulus in each
experiment. These differences were considered to be
tile "prediction error" for each stimulus and noise
Inetric variation. The standard deviation of the
prediction errors for each noise metric variation is a
measurement of how accurately the variation predicts
annoyance. Tile smaller the standard deviation is,
tile greater the prediction accuracy.
It should be noted that because of interrelation-
ships between the data cases, statistical tests for sig-
nificance of differences in the standard deviations
of prediction error are not straightforward. The
following results are based primarily on the consis-
tent trends found in the data. ApproxiInate statisti-
cal tests indicate that differences in standard devia-
tions as small as 0.13 dB in the first experiment and
0.05 dB in the second experiment could be significant
(p _< O.O5).
First experiment. Table VI gives the standard
deviations of prediction error for each noise metric
wtriation examined for the combined set of lll ad-
vanced turboprop, conventional turboprop, and con-
vcntional turbofan stimuli in the first experiment.
Comparisons of the standard deviations indicate that
annoyance prediction ability was improved by the ad-
dition of duration corrections. The T'2 tone correction
improved prediction ability in every case, but the re-
sults for the 7'1 tone correction were mixed. When
the T1 tone correction was applied to the noise met-
ric variations without duration corrections, it some-
times improved prediction ability (but not as much
ms the T2 tone correction) and soinetimcs degraded
prediction ability. When the T1 correction was ap-
plied to the noise metric variations with duration cor-
rections, it always improved prediction ability, but
usually not as much as the T9 tone correction and
never significantly more than the 7"2 tone correction.
Duration-corrected LA with T1 tone corrections and
dm-ation-corrected L A with T2 tone corrections had
the smallest standard deviations of prediction error.
The difference between the standard deviations for
the two noise metric variations was not significant.
The addition of critical-band corrections to PNL (lid
not significantly improve its prediction ability. Com-
parisons of the standar<t deviations of prediction er-
ror in table VI clearly indicate that L A with duration
and tone corrections most accurately predicted the
annoyance caused by the e()mbined set of a(tvanced
turboprop, conventional turboprop, and conventional
turbofan stimuli in the first experiment.
Second experiment. Table VII gives the stan-
dard deviations of pre(tiction error for each noise
metric variation examined for the coml)ined set. of
135 advanced turboprop, conventional turbot)rop,
and conventional turbofim stimuli in the second ex-
periment. Comparisons of the standard deviations
indicate that annoyance prediction ability was im-
proved by the addition of duration corrections. The
7'2 tone correction improved l)redietion ability in ev-
ery ease. The 7"1 tone correction usually improved
prediction ability, but not as much as the T,2 tone
correction. Duration-corrected LA with 7'2 tone cor-
rections and duration-corrected LA with T 1 tone cor-
rections had tile smallest stan(tard deviations of pre-
diction error. The difference between the standard
deviations for the two noise metric variations was
not significant. All three of the critical-band cor-
rections applied to PNL improved prediction abil-
ity. The PNLK and PNLw cases, in particular,
clearly, showed a significant improvement in predic-
tion ability. Comparisons of the standard deviations
of prediction error in table VII clearly indicate that
LA with duration and tone corrections most accu-
rately predicted the annoyance caused t)y the con>
bined set of advanced turboprop, conventional turbo-
prop, and conventional turbofan stimuli in the second
experiment.
The following analyses of tile advanced turbot)rop
stimuli in both experiments will be presented in
terms of L A, PNL, and LLz. Both L A and PNL are
used because they are the two most conunonly used
procedures and because the results for the remaining
noise measurement procedures are similar. The LLz
procedure is included because the results using LL z
differ somewhat from the results using the other noise
measurement procedurcs.
Effects of Tone Characteristics
Analyses of the amloyance prediction errors in
each experiment indicated two major results regard-
ing the tonal characteristics considered. In both ex-
periments, annoyance was significantly affected by
the interaction of fimdamental frequency with tone-
to-broadband noise ratio and by the interaction of
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tone-to-broadbandnoiseratiowithnoiselevel.How-
ever,themagnitudesandtrendsof the effects of the
interactions varied depending on the combination of
duration and tone corrections used with tile noise
measurement procedures.
Interaction of fundamental frequency and
tone-to-broadband noise ratio. For the two ex-
periments, respectively, figures 19 and 20 illustrate
the interaction of fundamental frequency with tone-
to-broadband noise ratio for each combination of du-
ration and tone corrections applied to LA, PNL, and
LL z. Annoyance relative to the noise metric predic-
tion is plotted versus fundamental frequency for each
of the three tone-to-broadband noise ratios. "Annoy-
ante relative to noise metric prediction" is the pre-
diction error (subjective noise level minus the calcu-
lated level of the metric) normalized by subtracting
the average (across all stimuli) prediction error for
the metric. When defined in this manner, a positive
number represents annoyance greater than that pre-
dicted by the metric, and results for different metrics
can be directly compared. As is apparent from the
figures, the interaction of flmdamental frequency and
tone-to-broadband noise ratio is complex and its ef-
fects are not consistent across metrics. In general,
annoyance increased as tone-to-broadband noise ra-
tio increased. The magnitude of the change in annoy-
ance usually increased as flmdamental frequency in-
creased. The addition of duration corrections tended
to increase the effect of tone-to-broadband noise ra-
tio. The addition of tone corrections tended to de-
crease the effect of tone-to-broadband noise ratio.
Tile interaction effects were slightly more pronounced
for the LL z procedure. Of most interest is the
result that for the counter-rotating configuration, an-
m)yance usually was greater at tile higher tone-to-
broadband noise ratios. Similar studies of single-
rotating configurations of advanced turboprop
aircraft also found an interaction of fundamental fre-
quency and tone-to-broadt)and noise ratio. However,
in those studies (ref. 1), annoyance decreased as tone-
to-broadband noise ratio increased.
Interaction of tone-to-broadband noise ra-
tio and noise level. For the two experiments, re-
spectively, figures 21 and 22 illustrate the interaction
of tone-to-broadband noise ratio with noise level for
each combination of duration and tone corrections
applied to LA, PNL, and LL z. Annoyance relative
to the noise metric prediction is plotted versus tone-
to-broadband noise ratio for each of the three noise
levels at which the stimuli were presented to the test
subjects. "Annoyance relative to noise metric predic-
tion" is defined the same as in figures 19 and 20. In
both experiments, annoyance increased with tone-to-
broadband noise ratio at a greater rate for the low-
level stimuli than it did for the middle- and high-level
stimuli. In general, the interaction was similar for all
combinations of noise measurement procedures and
corrections, except that in some cases in the first ex-
periment the annoyance of the middle- and high-level
stimuli did not increase with tone-to-broadband noise
ratio. Also, the magnitude of the interaction was
greater for the LL z cases.
Effect of Blade Number Difference
The 7_ x m CRP advanced turboprop aircraft in
the second experiment were divided into two groups
based on the blade number difference between the
fl'ont and aft rotors. The })lade combinations in the
first group (6x5,7x6,8x7,9x8, 10x9, llx 10,
12 x ll, and 13 x 12) had a blade number difference
of 1. The blade combinations in the second group
(7x5, 8x 6, 9x 7, 10x 8, 11 x9, 12× 10, and
13 x ll) had a blade number difference of 2. The
two groups of stimuli were compared by using indi-
cator (dummy) variable analyses. The results, which
were consistent across noise metrics, indicated no dif-
ferences in annoyance response to the two groups of
1_ x m CRP advanced turboprop stimuli. Blade num-
ber difference did not affect annoyance response.
Comparison of Aircraft Types
Figure 23 compares tile annoyance responses to
_ x _. CRP advanced turboprop, conventional tur-
boprop, and conventional turbofan aircraft flyover
noises obtained in the first experiment. The figure
shows subjective noise level plotted against duration-
corrected L A for each of tile three categories of air-
(:raft. Simple linear regression lines for each of the
aircraft, types are also shown. Indicator (dummy)
variable analyses for the duration-corrected L A met-
ric found no significant differences in slope or in-
tercept between the appropriate regressions for the
n x n CRP advanced turboprop noises, the conven-
tional turboprop noises, and the conventional tur-
bofan noises. Therefore, for duration-corrected LA,
annoyance to all three categories of aircraft can be
represented by one simple linear regression equa-
tion. Figure 24 compares the annoyance responses
to n x n CRP advanced turboprop, conventional
turboprop, and conventional turbofan aircraft fly-
over noises using EPNL. (The EPNL is duration-
corrected PNL with T1 tone corrections.) For EPNL,
indicator variable analyses show a significant differ-
ence in intercept, lint not in slope, between the ap-
propriate regressions for the combined set of n x n
CRP advanced turboprop and conventional turbofan
noisesandtheconventionalturbopropnoises.Fora
givenEPNLvalue,tileconventionalturbopropnoises
wereslightlylessannoyingthantile combinedsetof
n x n CRP advanced turboprop and conventional
turbofan noises. Ahnost all tile noise metrics consid-
ered yielded this result. No differences between tile
n x 7_ CRP advanced turboprop noises and tile con-
ventional turbofan noises were found for any noise
metric.
Figure 25 compares the annoyance responses to
'r_ × m CRP advanced turboprop, conventional tur-
boprop, and conventional turbofan aircraft flyover
noises obtained in the second experiment. The figure
plots subjective noise level versus duration-corrected
L A for each of the three categories of aircraft in the
experiment. Simple linear regression lines for each of
the aircraft types are also shown. Indicator (dummy)
variable analyses for the duration-correeted LA met-
ric show a significant difference in slope and intercept.
between the appropriate regressions for tile combined
set. of 7t x m CRP advanced turboprop and con-
ventional turbofan noises and the conventional tur-
boprop noises. However, no consistent difference in
annoyance between the conventional turboprops and
the other aircraft types is apparent over the range of
levels considered in tile experiment.
Figure 26 compares the annoyance responses to
7_ x m CRP advanced turboprop, conventional tur-
boprop, and conventional turbofan aircraft flyover
noises using EPNL. For EPNL, indicator variable
analyses also showed a significant difference in inter-
cept and slope between the appropriate regressions
for the combined set of n x m CRP advanced turbo-
prop and conventional turbofan noises and the con-
ventional turboprop noises. For a given EPNL value
in the lower range of levels considered, the conven-
tional turboprop noises appear to be slightly less an-
noying than the combined set of advanced turboprop
and conventional turbofan noises. Ahnost all the
metrics considered yielded this result. No differences
in annoyance between the advanced turboprop noises
and the conventional turbofan noises were found for
any metric.
Conclusions
Two laboratory experiments were conducted to
provide information on quantifying the annoyance
response of people to the flyover noise of advanced
turboprop (propfan) aircraft with counter-rotating
propellers. In both experiments, a computer syn-
thesis system was used to generate realistic simula-
tions of adwmced turboprop aircraft takeoff noise. In
the first, experiment, tile simulations were based on
an aft-mounted, pusher, counter-rotating propeller
configuration with an equal number of blades on
each rotor. The first, experiment exanfined 27 ad-
vanced turboprop simulations representing the facto-
rial combinations of 9 flmdamental frequencies and 3
t.one-to-broadband noise ratios. In the second experi-
ment, the simulal ions were ba.sed on an aft-mounted.
pusher, counter-rotating propeller with an unequal
number of blades on each rotor. The secon(t ex-
periment examined 35 advanced turboprop simula-
tions representing comt)inations of 15 fundantental-
frequency pairs and 3 tone-to-broa(tl)and noise ratios.
In each experiment the advanced turboproI) simula-
tions along with recordings of 5 conventional turbo-
prop takeoffs and 5 conventional turbofan takeoffs
were presented at, 3 sound pressure levels to 64 sub-
jects in a.n anechoic listening room. Analyses of the
annoyance responses were conducted ill terms of sev-
eral variations of seven conventional noise metri(:s
(A-, D-, an(t E-weighted sound t)ressure level, loud-
ness level (Stevens Mark VI procedure), Zwicker's
h)udness level, perceived level (Stevens Mark VII pro-
cedure), and perceived noise level) and one other re-
cently (tevelot)ed noise metric (LI) t)ascd on a modi-
fied frequency weighting.
Based on the results presented in this paper, tile
following conclusions were noted:
1. In both experiments, the annoyance prediction
ability of tile noise metrics was improved by the
addition of a duration correction.
2. In 1)oth experiments, the annoyance prediction
ability of the noise metrics was improved by the ad-
dition of a tone correction similar to the one used
in effective perceived noise level (EPNL) trot limited
to tones in 1/3-octave bands with center frequencies
greater than or equal to 500 Hz. Addition of the ef-
fective perceived noise level (EPNL) tone correction
to the noise metrics did not improve t)rediction abil-
ity as consistently as tile limited tone correction.
3. Critical-band corrections to perceived noise
level (PNL) did not significantly improve annoyance
prediction in the first experiment. However, in the
second experinwnt, two of the three critical-t)and cor-
rection methods did significantly improve annoyance
prediction.
4. In both experiments, A-weighted sound pres-
sure level (LA) with duration and tone corrections
provided the most accurate annoyance prediction.
5. The interaction of fundamental frequency and
tone-to-broadt)and noise ratio did have a complex ef-
fect on annoyance to the noise of advanced turbo-
t)rop aircraft with counter-rotating propellers. Al-
though the indicated interaction varied somewhat
between noise metrics and between tile two exper-
iments, in most cases the annoyance to the higher
tone-to-broadband noise ratio flyovers was greater
thantheannoyanceto theotherflyovers.Thisis the
oppositeof tile effectfoundfor single-rotatingcon-
figurationsin previous tudies.Thedifferencein an-
noyancebetweenthehighertone-to-broadbandoise
ratio flyoversandtheotherflyoversvariedwith fun-
damentalfrequency.
6. Tile interactionoftone-to-broadbandnoisera-
tio and noiseleveldid havea significanteffecton
annoyanceto the noiseof advancedturbopropair-
craftwith counter-rotatingpropellers.Althoughthe
indicatedinteractionvariedsomewhatbetweenoise
metricsand betweenthe two experiments,annoy-
aneeincreasedwith tone-to-broadbandoiseratioat
agreaterateforthe low-levelstimulithanit did for
themiddle-andhigh-levelstimuli.
7. Annoyancewasnot significantlyaffectedby
thedifferencein numberof bladesbetweenthefront
and aft rotorsof the advancedturbopropaircraft
with counter-rotatingpropellershavingan unequal
numberof bladesoneachrotor.
8. No significantdifferencesin annoyancere-
sponsebetweentheadvancedturbopropaircraftwith
counter-rotatingpropellersandtheconventionaltur-
bofanswerefoundin eitherexperiment.
NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23665-5225
,July26,1990
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Appendix
Instructions and Consent Form
INSTRUCTIONS
The experiment in which you are participating will help us understand the
characteristics of aircraft sounds which can cause annoyance in airport com-
munities. We would like you to judge how ANNOYING some of these aircraft
sounds are. By ANNOYING we mean - UNWANTED,OBJECTIONABLE, DISTURBING, OR
UNPLEASANT.
The experiment consists of four 30 minute sessions. During each session
29 aircraft sounds will be presented for you to judge. You will record your
judgments of the sounds on computer cards like the one below:
\
INNOYING 1_
"I
___-
_B_BBBB_6
RNNOY NG RT FILL@
NUMBER
II II II IIIIIiil
_I_ _ ®_® ®l_i_ -__i_ _ o_
____i_ ® ®I® ® ® ® ®
-_i-_'_ - _-_-,-_ -_i-_ _ _,-_ _-I-_l_ _-
l 2 3 't 5 6 7 B 9 18 I1 12 1B 14 15
I l l l l l l l I I l l l l l
After each sound there will be a few seconds of silence. During this inter-
val, please indicate how annoying you judge the sound to be by marking the
appropriate numbered circle on the computer card. The number of each sound is
indicated across the bottom of the card. If you judge a sound to be only
slightly annoying, mark one of the numbered circles close to the NOT ANNOYING
AT ALL end of the scale, that is a low numbered circle near the bottom of the
card. Similarly, if you judge a sound to be very annoying, then mark one
11
of the numbered circles close to the EXTREMELY ANNOYING end of the scale, that
is a high numbered circle near the top of the card. A moderately annoying
judgment should be marked in the middle portion of the scale. In any case,
make your mark so that the circle that most closely indicates your annoyance
to the sound is completely filled in. There are no right or wrong answers; we
are only interested in your judgment of each sound.
Before the first session begins you will be given a practice computer
card and three sounds will be presented to familiarize you with making and
recording judgments. ! will remain in the testing room with you during the
practice time to answer any questions you may have.
Thank you for your help in conducting the experiment.
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VOLUNTARYCONSENTFORM FOR SUBJECTS
FOR HUMANRESPONSETO AIRCRAFT NOISE AND VIBRATION
I understand the purpose of the research and the technique to be used,
including my participation in the research, as explained to me by the
Principal Investigator (or qualified designee).
I do voluntarily consent to participate as a subject in the human
response to aircraft noise experiment to be conducted at NASA Langley
Research Center on
date
I understand that I may at any time withdraw from the experiment and
that I am under no obligation to give reasons for withdrawal or to attend
again for experimentation.
I undertake to obey the regulations of the laboratory and instruction
of the Principal Investigator regarding safety, subject only to my right
to withdraw declared above.
I affirm that, to my knowledge, my state of health has not changed
since the time at which I completed and signed the medical report form
required for my participation as a test subject.
PRINT NAME
SIGNATURE
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Table I. Data on Test Subjects
Number of Mean Median Age
Experiment Sex participants age age range
1 Male 22 34 32 18 70
Female 42 41 41 21 73
All subjects 64 39 38.5 18 73
2 Male 18 39 36 18-70
Female 46 42 42.5 18 64
All subjects 64 41 i 41.5 18 70
Table II. Conventional Turboprop and 251rbofan Aircraft in Both Experiments
Number of Engine Maximum takeoff
Aircraft engines type weight, kg
de Havilland Canada DHC-7 Dash 7
Lockheed P-3
NAMC YS-11
Nord 262
Shorts 330
Airbus Industrie A-300
Boeing 707
Boeing 727-200
McDonnell Douglas DC-9
McDonnell Doublas DC-10
2
4
3
2
3
Turboprop
Turbofan
20000
61200
24 500
10 600
10 300
k142000
kl17000
86900
>41 100
>206400
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TableIII. Presentat,ionOrderof Stinmlioil Tapesin First Experiment
PRACTICE TAPE TAPE 1 ,]. TAPE 2 ,L TAPE 3 $
B707 T 80
0808 3 70
YS11 T 90
0606 3 70
0707 1 90
1313 3 90
B727 T 80
1212 2 90
1111 1 80
0505 1 70
DD-7 T 70
1010 3 90
08O8 2 9O
0909 3 80
B707 T 7O
$330 T 80
1313 1 70
B727 T 95
0909 2 70
N262 T 90
B727 T 85
1313 3 70
0606 1 90
0707 1 70
1010 2 90
DD-7 T 80
B727 T 99
1010 3 70
0505 1 80
1111 2 90
DC-9 T 80
YS11 T 9O
0606 2 70
0808 3 90
0909 2 80
A300 T 70
1010 1 80
1212 1
1111 3
0707 2
1313 3
$330 T
0707 1
0808 3
0606 2
B727 T
0505 3
0909 1
DCIO T
1111 2
DC-9 T
0606 1
1010 3
1313 1
$ TAPE 4
90 N262 T
70 O909 1
90 B727 T
80 0505 3
90 O707 2
80 1212 3
70 1313 1
90 0606 2
70 DC-9 T
80 0909 2
70 1212 1
90 0808 3
80 1010 1
90 LP-3 T
70 1212 2
80 0606 3
90 B707 T
0707
1212 3 70
1313 2 80
A300 T 90
O6O6 1 80
1111 2 70
0808 1 80
0505 3 90
DCIO T 80
1010 2 70
0505 2 80
0909 1 90
TAPE 5 1"
3 80 1111 3
$330 T
0707 2
1313 2
1212 1
0909 3
LP-3 T
0606 3
B707 T
90 B727
70 1212
80 10t0
90 0808 2
70 YS11T
70 0707 3
80 N262 T
80 1111 1
90 0505 2
T 65
2 80
1 90
8O
7O
70
8O
9O
7O
0505 2 90
O8O8 1 7O
1212 3 80
TAPE 6 T
A300 T
0909 3
LP-3 T
8O
90
7O
1`
1111 1
DD-7 T
1313 2
B727 T
0707 3
DC10 T
0808 1
1010 2
1111 3
0808 2
0505 1
YS11T
70
8O
9O
70
70
90
8O
8O
70
90
8O
8O
70
9O
70
90
8O
7O
9O
7O
75
9O
7O
9O
8O
8O
7O
9O
8O
1`TAPE 7 TAPE 8
STIMULI KEY
OPERATION TYPE
AIRCRAFT TYPE AND/OR OR NOMINAL
NUMBER OF BLADES TONE-TO-BROADBAND LD
NOISE RATIO
ADVANCED CONVENTIONAL CONVENTIONAL
TURBOPROP TURBOPROP TURBOFAN T = Takeoff
ffaa
ff = # o! forward
blades
aa=#ofaft
blades
DD-7 = Dash 7
LP-3 = P-3
YS11 = YS-11
N262 = Nord 262
$330 = Shorls 330
A300 = Airbus A-300
B707 = Boeing 707
B727 = Boeing 727
DC-9 = DC-9
DC10 = DC-10
1 =0dB
2 = 15dB
3=30dB
65 = 65 dB
70 = 70 dB
75 = 75 dB
80 = 80 dB
85 = 85 dB
90 = 90 dB
95 = 95 dB
99 = 99 dB
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Table IV. Presentation Order of Stimuli on Tapes in Second Experiment
PRACTICE TAPE
B727 T 80
0908 3 70
DD-7 T 90
TAPE 1 $
B727 T 75
0605 3 90
0806 2 70
1311 1 80
A300 T 70
1312 2 90
0806 3 90
1109 2 80
0907 3 70
B707 T 80
0807 1 70
t311 3 90
B727 T 99
1009 2 70
1211 3 80
$330 T 90
DC-9 T 90
08O7 2 80
0908 3 70
1210 2 70
0706 3 80
1110 3 90
0908 2 90
0705 1 70
1211 2 70
YSll T 80
1008 1 90
1210 3 80
0605 2 70
1008 2 80
0907 3 90
N262 T 70
1110 1 80
0705 2 80
1009 3 90
TAPE 5 1"
TAPE 25
1311 2 90
1109 3 70
1008 3 80
N262 T 90
0706 2 80
1311 1 70
0806 2 90
1109 3 80
$330 T 70
DC10 T 90
1110 2 80
0908 2 70
0807 1 90
1110 3 70
DD-7 T 80
B707 T 90
0705 3 90
0605 2 80
0706 3 70
1108 2 90
1312 3 80
0807 3 90
B727 T 85
1009 2 90
0705 1 80
0605 3 70
DC-9 T 80
0907 2 70
LP-3 T 90
1211 3 70
0907 3 8O
1210 2 90
1008 1 70
B727 T 70
1211 2 80
TAPE 6 1"
TAPE 34
0907 2 90
0705 2 70
1210 3 90
0807 3 80
B727 T 65
1110 1 90
YSll T 70
1311 2 70
0806 3 80
0706 3 90
1110 2 70
LP-3 T 80
1312 2 80
1109 3 90
DD-7 T 70
0807 2 70
O7O5 3 80
N262 T 80
1311 1 90
0706 2 70
1009 3 70
0908 3 80
B727 T 90
DC10 T 70
1210 2 80
1008 3 90
1312 2 70
211 3 90
A300 T 80
0605 2 90
B707 T 70
1009 2 80
0705 1 90
1311 3 80
1008 2 70
TAPE 7 T
TAPE 4 $
A300 T 90
1210 3 70
$330 T 80
1110 2 90
0807 1 80
0705 3 70
DD-7 T 90
1311 3 70
0706 2 90
B727 T 80
1110 3 80
1109 2 90
0806 3 70
YS11 T 90
1110 1 70
0908 2 80
1311 2 80
1008 3 70
0705 2 90
1312 3 70
DCIOT 80
0908 3 90
0907 2 80
1312 3 90
1109 2 70
B727 T 95
0806 2 80
1009 3 80
0807 3 70
DC-9 T 70
08O7 2 9O
1008 1 80
0605 3 80
LP-3 T 70
1211 2 90
TAPE 8 T
STIMULI KEY
OPERATION TYPE
AIRCRAFT TYPE AND/OR OR NOMINAL
NUMBER OF BLADES TONE-TO-BROADBAND LD
NOISE RATIO
ADVANCED CONVENTIONAL CONVENTIONAL
TURBOPROP TURBOPROP TURBOFAN
ffaa
ff = # of forward
blades
aa=#ofaft
blades
DD-7 = Dash 7
LP-3 = P-3
YS11 = YS-11
N262 = Nord 262
S330 = Shorls 330
A300 = Airbus A-300
B707 = Boeing 707
B727 = Boeing 727
DC-9 = DC-9
DC10 = DC-10
T = Takeoff
1 =0dB
2= 15dB
3 = 30 dB
65 = 65 dB
70 = 70 dB
75 = 75 dB
80 = 80 dB
85 = 85 dB
90 = 90 dB
95 = 95 dB
99 = 99 dB
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Table VI. Standard Deviations of Prediction Error for Advanced Turboprop (n x n), Conventional
Turboprop and Conventional rlhlrbofan Stimuli in First Experiment
Metric
LA
LD
LE
L1
LL
LLz
PL
PNL
PNL K
PNLM
PNL w
Standard deviation, dB, for
No duration correction Duration corrected
No tone
correction
2.33
3.13
3.07
2.80
3.31
3.05
3.14
2.91
2.89
2.98
2.92
T1
2.23
3.16
3.09
2.85
3.24
2.89
3.05
2.94
2.93
3.01
3.00
T2
2.10
3.00
2.87
2.76
3.10
2.80
2.88
2.78
2.76
2.84
2.86
No tone
correction
2.05
2.78
2.68
2.55
3.06
2.84
3.01
2.74
2.66
2.69
2.63
T1
1.76
2.58
2.48
2.33
2.79
2.52
2.72
2.50
2.44
2.46
2.46
T2
1.78
2.51
2.38
2.39
2.77
2.57
2.70
2.45
2.38
2.41
2.39
Table VII. Standard Deviations of Prediction Error for Advanccd _I51rboprop (n x m), Conventional
]Sarboprop, and Conventional _Slrbofan Stimuli in Second Experiment
Standard deviation dB, for
No duration correction Duration corrected
No tone No tone
Metric correction T1 T2 correction 7'1 T2
LA
LD
LE
L1
LL
LLz
PL
PNL
PNL K
PNL M
PNL w
2.99
3.70
3.70
3.32
4.19
3.79
3.91
3.71
3.62
3.69
3.59
2.94
3.70
3.69
3.33
4.11
3.69
3.82
3.68
3.63
3.67
3.60
2.85
3.57
3.54
3.24
3.95
3.60
3.68
3.52
3.47
3.52
3.45
2.71
3.32
3.27
3.04
3.83
3.51
3.70
3.40
3.31
3.35
3.31
2.58
3.22
3.17
2.94
3.66
3.33
3.51
3.25
3.19
3.23
3.20
2.55
3.12
3.07
2.89
3.58
3.27
3.45
3.16
3.09
3.12
3.10
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Figure 3. Noise characteristics of propeller aircraft.
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Figure 5. Examples of directivity patterns for different types of advanced turboprop propeller tones.
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Figure 6. Subjects in Anechoic Listening Room in the Langley Acoustics Research Laboratory.
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Figure 7. Broadband 1/3-octave spectrum used in synthesis of advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noise for
both experiments.
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Figure 8. Directivity pattern of broadband 1/3-octave spectrum used in synthesis of advanced turboprop
aircraft flyover noise for both experiments.
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Figure 9. Tonal components used in Synthesis of advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noises in first experiment.
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Figure 11. L A time history and 1/3-octave-band spectrum at peak LA of highest level presentation of each
advanced turboprop flyover noise in first experiment.
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Figure 11. Continued.
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Figure 12. Narrowband spectrum of each advanced turboprop flyover noise with 30-dB tone-to-broadband
noise ratio in first experiment.
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Figure 13. Tonal components used in synthesis of advanced turboprop aircraft flyover noises in second
experiment.
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Figure 14. Directivity patterns of tonal components used in synthesis of advanced turboprop aircraft flyover
noises in second experiment.
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Figure 15. Continued.
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Figure 16. Narrowband spectrum of each advanced turboprop flyover noise with 30-dB tone-to-broadband
noise ratio in second experiment.
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Figure 17. LA time histories and 1/3-octave-band spectra at peak LA of highest level presentations of takeoffs
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Figure 19. Effect of interaction of fundamental frequency with tone-to-broadband noise ratio on annoyance
prediction for different noise metrics in first experiment.
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Figure 19. Continued.
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(q) Duration-corrected LLz with T1 tone correction.
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Figure 19. Concluded.
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(b) L A with T1 tone correction.
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Figure 20. Effect of interaction of aft-rotor fundamental frequency with tone-to-broadband noise ratio on
annoyance prediction for different noise metrics in second experiment.
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Figure 20. Continued.
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Figure 21. Effect of interaction of tone-to-broadband noise ratio with noise level on annoyance prediction for
different noise metrics in first experiment.
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Figure 21. Continued.
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Figure 21. Concluded.
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Figure 22. Effect of interaction of tone-to-broadband noise ratio with noise level on annoyance prediction for
different noise metrics in second experiment.
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Figure 23. Comparison of annoyance responses using duration-corrected L A in first experiment.
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Figure 24. Comparison of annoyance responses using EPNL in first experiment.
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Figure 25. Comparison of annoyance responses using duration-corrected LA in second experiment.
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Figure 26. Comparison of annoyance responses using EPNL in second experiment.
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